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Astley Community High
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Benfield School
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of England Academy
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Walker Technology College
Whytrig Community Middle
School

What is oracy, why
does it matter and how
do you develop it?

Do now

Write about something that interests you.

What is oracy?

‘Though the terms ‘speaking and listening’ and ‘communication skills’
indicate objectives of indisputable educational significance, they have become
devalued by casual use and should be replaced by terms that signal the
emphatic step change in thinking and practice that is needed. ‘Oracy’ is a
neologism which some find unappealing; ‘spoken language’ fits the bill
reasonably well, though it doesn’t have the connotation of acquired skill that,
by analogy with literacy, ‘oracy’ possesses.’
Alexander, 2012

“For every child to find their voice, metaphorically and literally.”
Peter Hyman - Executive Head Teacher, School 21

Why is oracy important?
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Why is oracy important?
• Talk is inextricably linked to children’s development: we need language to
think.
• Yet, children’s pre-school language experience varies considerably with their social
background
Low-income children lag behind their
middle-income counterparts at school entry
by nearly one year in vocabulary, and by
smaller but still substantial amounts in other
types of cognitive development
Waldfogel and Washbrook (2010).
Children from low income backgrounds
have heard on average 30 million fewer
words than their wealthier peers by the age
of three.
Hart and Risely (2003)
The Communication Trust (2017)

Why is oracy important in school?
•
•

For lots of children, school should be their second chance to acquire
communication skills.
‘[There is] a clear ‘social gradient’ for language, with
And yet…
children from the most disadvantaged groups having
The amount and quality of the dialogue
children experience at home is one of
best predictors of their eventual
academic attainment.
Hart & Risley (1995).
On average, teachers do 90% of the
talking with individual students saying
approximately four words per lesson.
Page (2005)

lower language skills than those in the least
disadvantaged groups.... If we look at the longer-term
impact of language delay, all studies appear to tell the
same story – namely, that those from the most
disadvantaged backgrounds are the least likely to
catch up’
Law et al (2013)

The evidence
Provide opportunities for
structured talk
Talk matters: both in its own right and
because of its impact on other aspects
of learning.
High quality talk is typically wellstructured and guided by teachers.
Accountable talk is a useful framework
to ensure talk is high quality, and
emphasises how talk can be subject
specific.
Teachers can support students by
modelling high quality talk, for example
including key vocabulary and
metacognitive reflection.

Speaking matters as
much as writing
Which means …
• It needs to be valued and given time
• It needs to be planned for and explicitly taught
• You need to know what it is you need to teach –
what is oracy, and how can you teach it?

What is oracy?
The Oracy Framework:
Cognitive

The deliberate application of thought to what you’re saying

Linguistic

Knowing which words and phrases to use, and using them

Physical

Making yourself heard, using your voice and body as an
instrument

Social &
Emotional

Engaging with the people around you; knowing you have the
right to speak

Oracy s kills framework – s ome games

angry

excited

mis erable

“There’s one week left until the
s ummer holidays ”

worried

joyful
confus ed

The Oracy Framework:
Cognitive

The deliberate application of thought to
what you’re saying

Linguistic

Knowing which words and phrases to use,
and using them

Physical

Making yourself heard, using your voice
and body as an instrument

Social &
Engaging with the people around you;
Emotional knowing you have the right to speak

Oracy s kills framework – s ome games

Oracy s kills framework – s ome games

Social

Cognitive

Linguis tic

Phys ical

Oracy Skills
Framework

Content
• Choice of content to convey
meaning & intention
• Building on the views of
others

Structure

Vocabulary
Voice

• Appropriate vocabulary
choice

• Fluency & pace of
s peech
• Tonal variation
• Clarity of
pronunciation
• Voice projection

Body language

• Ges ture & pos ture
• Facial expres s ion & eye
contact

Phys ical

Language
• Regis ter
• Grammar

Rhetorical techniques
• Rhetorical techniques
s uch as metaphor,
humour, irony & mimicry

Linguis tic

• Structure & organis ation of
talk

Working with others

Clarifying & summarising

• Guiding or managing
interactions
• Turn-taking

• Seeking information &
clarification through
ques tions
• Summaris ing

Self-regulation
• Maintaining focus on tas k
• Time management

Reasoning
• Giving reas ons to
s upport views
• Critically examining ideas
& views expres s ed

Cognitive

Listening & responding
• Lis tening actively &
res ponding appropriately

Confidence in speaking
• Self-as s urance
• Livelines s & flair

Audience awareness
• Taking account of level of
unders tanding of the
audience

Social & Emotional

How do we develop oracy?

How do we develop oracy?

Purpose
of talk
•
•
•
•
•

To formulate an argument
To build relationships
To explain reasoning
To entertain, e.g. storytelling
To use new vocabulary

Structure
•
•
•

Groupings
Roles
Protocols

Reflection

Scaffolds
•
•
•

Sentence stems
Keywords
Modelling

•
•

Feedback
Metacognition

Silent Summariser

•
•

Discussion is a waste of time with a badly behaved class.
Using talk in lessons amplifies the voices of the loudest at the expense of
quieter students’ learning.
I agree/disagree because …

A
B

Building on that, I think … because …
I disagree with you because…

Summariser:
The main points you raised were…
It sounds like you both agree on …

C

Exploratory talk vs Presentational talk

Exploratory talk

Presentational talk

‘exploratory talk which is typical of the
early s tages of approaching new
ideas […] Exploratory talk is hes itant
and incomplete becaus e it enables
the s peaker to try out ideas , to hear
how they s ound, to s ee what others
make of them, to arrange information
and ideas into different patterns .’

‘The difference between the two
functions of talk is that in
pres entational talk the s peaker’s
attention is primarily focus ed on
adjus ting the language, content and
manner to the needs of an audience,
and in exploratory talk the s peaker is
more concerned with s orting out his
or her own thoughts .’
Barnes , 1992
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How do we develop oracy?

Purpose
of talk
•
•
•
•
•

To formulate an argument
To build relationships
To explain reasoning
To entertain, e.g. storytelling
To use new vocabulary

Structure
•
•
•

Groupings
Roles
Protocols

Reflection

Scaffolds
•
•
•

Sentence stems
Keywords
Modelling

•
•

Feedback
Metacognition

So why get talking in class?
1. Language is fundamental to our capacity to think and ‘interthink’
2. Through language and dialogue we develop empathy and cognitive skills
3. There is not a level playing field as to who ‘catches’ oracy skills and
therefore..
4. Schools must be places where students are taught oracy skills
5. Effective teaching and learning uses oracy:
• Children participate better in class
• Children learn the skills of language for life
• Children’s attainment improves– in maths, English, science
• Children’s reasoning skills improve – when working together and
independently
• Teachers gain a better understanding of their students’ learning

How can you get involved?
1. Sign up for free resources from www.voice21.org
2. If you feed into an existing network school, join the Voice North
of the Tyne network for:
•
•

3 days of FREE training in oracy from Voice 21, funded by The Edge
Foundation
Opportunities to collaborate and co-ordinate with Oracy Leads from
existing network schools
– contact Nicola.Reilly@ntlp.org.uk for more details and to
register your interest.

3. If you don’t feed into an existing network school:
•
•

Book on to an ‘Oracy Pioneer’ programme from Voice 21
If you are interested in being named in an application for Opportunity North
East funding to participate in an oracy-focused transition project, contact
Paul.Johnson@ntlp.org.uk ASAP

